This survey of recent English publications contains two parts.

**PART A** includes all publications (2000-2011) which refer to client/person-centered psychotherapy and counseling and its experiential offspring: focusing-oriented and process-experiential (emotion-focused) psychotherapy.

**PART B** includes publications of the broader humanistic family and of other orientations with some affinity to the client-centered/experiential approach. We think they are of special interest within the context of our endeavor to come to an intensive dialogue (and cross fertilization) with the broader psychotherapy landscape. The main approaches covered under Part B are existential, interpersonal, Gestalt, narrative-constructivistic, feminist, experiential action and non-verbal methods, and integrative/eclectic with major client-centered input.

The survey of Part B covers the publications of 2000-2006 plus the books of 2007-2010

If you know of publications which are not yet included in one of these two parts, please send the (exact) references to germain.lietaer@ppw.kuleuven.be and shaugh@trainingfactory.org

Thanks.
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PART B. Related approaches

[2000-2006 plus Books till 2010]
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